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Browser Security Platform 
Securing Today’s Window of Work
In today’s distributed and dynamic digital landscape, the browser has emerged as today’s Window of Work for employees 
accessing critical SaaS applications and data. The browser, although an essential consumer application used across all 
commercial contexts, has not received the same level of priority for security and administration as other crucial 
business assets or endpoints.

Multi-Tenant, Granular Visibility, Ease of Administration
The Atakama Browser Security Platform equips MSPs with a robust browser security solution, which enables end-users 
to access websites and SaaS applications effortlessly without compromising security. Embrace comprehensive browser 
protection, streamlined administration, and reduced complexity. 

Purpose-built for MSPs, the Atakama Browser Security Platform is a browser extension that transforms the browser into 
a secure, managed workspace, empowering MSPs to control security, set data policies, gain insights, and optimize user 
experience—an evolution in browser management and security for today’s Window of Work.

Say goodbye to fragmented solutions and unwieldy tool sprawl. Say hello to the Atakama Browser Security Platform, 

where security meets flexible work.

MSP Benefits

Multi-Tenant Architecture
Streamline user provisioning, administration, and co-
managed environments effortlessly. Experience 
unparalleled tenant management through granular 
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC). Efficiency 
redefined.

Consumption-Based Pricing
Embrace growth without up-front commitments. 
Experience the advantage of pay-as-you-go, tiered 
pricing with no annual contract required. 

Ease of Administration
Reduce the overhead of tenant management with an 
intuitive interface that simplifies policy settings, 
rule configuration, and efficient tenant management. 
The user-friendly interface facilitates seamless 
control, empowering MSPs to manage each tenant 
effectively and with ease.

Robust PSA Integrations

Eliminate the headache of month-end reconciliation. 
Atakama’s robust API-based PSA integration ensures 
comprehensive monitoring, ticketing, and streamlined 
billing. Dive into comprehensive insights and ticket 
details that seamlessly integrate with your 
processing workflow. 
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Insights and Monitoring

Gain powerful insights through comprehensive 
reporting into browser activity, SaaS application 
usage, and productivity statistics. Reveal patterns and 
detect irregularities to facilitate diagnostics and  
remedial actions. Collect, measure, analyze, and 
report on browser and web application usage data.  
Uncover trends and identify anomalies for diagnostics 
and remediation.

Browser Security Controls

Fortify your client’s primary workspace—the  
browser—where end users  access the internet and 
SaaS applications for their daily tasks. The browser 
is the new endpoint, and ensuring its security and 
integrity is essential for safeguarding your clients and 
ensuring their productivity. Timely management and 
enforcement of browser security settings, along with 
maintaining secure browser sessions, ensures users 
access websites and SaaS applications effortlessly 
without compromising security.

Anti-Phishing, Anti-Malware, and 
DNS Filtering

Enable advanced browser protection with  
category-based content filtering for compliance,  
anti-phishing, anti-malware website filtering, and 
traffic filtering beyond the browser, to safeguard 
clients. Enable category-based content filtering to 
ensure compliance with corporate usage policies.

Credentials Analysis

Utilize browser-based credential analysis to detect 
irregularities or potential risks associated with 
password hygiene, thereby minimizing the chances of 
security vulnerabilities arising from weak and reused 
passwords. Gaining insight into users’ website and 
application accounts for thorough user off-boarding 
procedures.

Use Cases

About
With enterprise-grade security built for the SMB, 
Atakama transcends the boundaries of conventional 
security with protection as fluid as your people, data, 
and critical assets. Say hello to user-centric security 
and management for today’s Window of Work. 

Visit www.atakama.com to learn more. 




